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s the new decade dawns, we are fuelled with
optimism as we enter what we hope to be
the “roaring twenties”. We continue to grow
our custom casual business, launching 20 new washed
chino colours (including salmon pink) and nine new
denim washes for our custom-made jeans. We have also
embraced wardrobe solutions for the fairway with our
new bespoke golf shoe range. With colourful Cuba as
the backdrop for our spring summer shoot, we have
been inspired to create our brightest collection to date,
with tailoring in pops of citrus yellow, cornflower blue

and fresh turquoise. Our man in Havana can also be
seen in more subtle tones in our summer suiting spread
celebrating cool linen, cotton and seersucker cloths.
Our commitment to sustainability continues as we
strive to make informed choices about the origins of
our materials, working with fabrics such as Dormeuil’s
traceable wool collection Echo, and Loro Piana’s
Pecora Nero natural coloured undyed wools.
We look forward to seeing you, whether online,
in one of our boutiques or at a trunk show in the USA.
This is our 2020 vision. EDITOR ANNA MOORE
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We visited the elegant Cuban capital
as it celebrated its 500th anniversary
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TAKE A STROLL through Havana, with its wide
promenades, filled with pastel facades and
grand columns, and you might feel like you've
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500 YEARS YOUNG
We celebrate the quincentenary
of the vibrant city of Havana
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VIVA CUBA
Summer tailoring in fabrics that
look and feel cool in the heat
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from across the Atlantic
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The ultimate summer party style:
a classic white tuxedo jacket
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Introducing new season
washed denim
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ONE SUIT, TWO WAYS
Meet your wardrobe hero
for versatile dressing

landed on a film set.
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As if transported to a bygone era, you can

GET SET FOR SUMMER

soak up the faded grandeur of this vibrant

Colourful casual combinations
for shorts and shirts

city with its baroque, art deco and Spanish
architecture. Surrounded by evidence of
decaying decadence, images of a more
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prosperous past spring to mind. Some

FINISHING TOUCH

crumbling buildings have recently been restored

Maurice Mullen reveals how key
accessories make a look memorable

amongst ravaged facades, giving clues to the

to their former glory and now stand proud
past and the reason why Cuba was named
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the Pearl of the Caribbean.

HAVANA HUES

We were lucky enough to access some of the

A collection of sharp citrus and
tobacco tones to reflect the city

city's hidden jewels to photograph our spring
summer 2020 collection. We were charmed by
the grand La Guarida restaurant with its secret
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TO THE MANOR WED
Raymond Blanc's Oxfordshire
hotel has it all for your big day

p22

FAIRWAY FOOTWEAR
Access all golfing areas with the
MASHIE Members Club

p23

TUNE IN TOYKO
Talking Japanese with Adam Peaty
ahead of the 2020 Olympic games

door (illegal until 2008) and Casa de Alonso—
a privately owned 1929 house where elderly

ABOVE See pages 4 and 9 for details.
All tailoring, denim and leather items
featured in Et Cetera are custom-made

20

widow Senora Jossie Alonso still lives.
HEMMINGWAY'S HIDEAWAY
CC214 Grey and white puppytooth
double-breasted suit worn with white
cutaway collar shirt, grey club stripe
tie and white leather saddle shoes

Untouched since the 1950s, this stately home
is like a museum filled with precious relics.
Filmmaker Gasper González told the love story
of Jossie and her late husband Miguel against
the backdrop of the Cuban revolution in his 2017
documentary Havana House.
With a nod to Ernest Hemmingway (who lived
in Havana in the 1940s) we also shot in the local
bookstore. Part of the magic of this city, aside
from the colonial buildings and the abundance
of vintage American cars, is the absence of
globalisation. There's not the slightest whiff of
McDonald's or the like. It's wonderful.
LEFT The colourful vibrancy of Old Havana; Signoras Jossie
Alonso and friend Sofia Gascon inside Casa de Alonso
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Nothing says summer style like a pure cotton, linen bouclé or seersucker suit

VIVA CUBA
PHOTOGRAPHY

MODEL ISHA BLAAKER AT MODELS 1 / ART DIRECTION JEN IVES / STYLING ANNA MOORE / HAIR & GROOMING ARI REGINA / LOCATION HAVANA

Sean Gleason

@seangleasonphoto

ABOVE Khaki stretch cotton three-piece suit worn with white cutaway collar shirt, brown and white stripe tie
OPPOSITE PAGE CC215 Grey, brown and white bouclé check suit worn with caramel knitted button-down shirt and tan leather snaffle loafers. Panama hat from Christys'

ET CETERA
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“Pure linen has a reputation for creasing easily, which is why we work with mills such as
Ferla, Loro Piana and Cerruti to create garments in a linen blend.This gives a textured look
but has a softer handle” JASON BEVAN HEAD TAILOR OXFORD

SUMMER PINSTRIPES
CC171 Grey chalk stripe linen bouclé
two-piece suit worn with white button-down
shirt and white leather saddle shoes
TOP LEFT Panama hat from Christys'
ABOVE LEFT Khaki leather folio case

VINTAGE STYLE

6 ET

CC320 Claret wool, silk and linen
bouclé single-breasted suit worn
with white button-down shirt and
white leather saddle shoes
CETERA
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OUR MAN

IN HAVANA

ISHA BLAAKER
Model and Actor @ishablaaker

Born in the South American country
of Suriname in 1988, Isha grew up in
Rotterdam, Holland and was signed
by Max Models, aged 23, after being
scouted by a designer.
A national karate champion, he
has been nicknamed “The Charming
Boxer” due to his prowess as a
kickboxer and his charismatic ways.
He is studying for a master's degree in
business, whilst working in New York
as an actor and model. Enjoying the
hustle of NYC and living the American
dream, Isha recently finished filming
for the upcoming HBO Max series
The Flight Attendant and aspires to live
out his love of acting on both stage and
screen. He's already our leading man.

8 ET
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“Seersucker is the perfect summer suiting fabric. It has natural stretch
for comfort, doesn’t crease and is great for travelling and breathability”

STREET STYLE
CC225 Grey seersucker
three-piece suit

ET CETERA
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ET CETERA STYLE

CLUB USA
We talk to one of our ambassadors, celebrated fashion designer
Michael Faircloth, about his life and style in Dallas
undaunted by the opportunity. But, remember,
this particular presidential election was very
contentious, and the Supreme Court decision
was not announced until 12 December 2000,
which left me and my staff with just four weeks
to design and create her 10 garments for the
ceremonies and surrounding events… not to
mention the special garments for numerous
clients attending the same festivities.
Q: WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INTRICATE
WORK TO DATE?
MF:

MICHAEL FAIRCLOTH
Couturier @michaelfairclothdesigns

N

ative Texan Michael Faircloth has
received numerous fashion design awards
thanks to his unique talent. His 2001
design of Laura Bush's red couture inaugural
gown is now a permanent installation in the
First Ladies collection at the Smithsonian
museum, Washington DC. Et Cetera chats to
Michael about his inspirations and aspirations…

A wonderful, yet intricately involved project,
was that of a dear client’s daughter’s wedding.
The entire wedding had a richly embroidered
theme. Very detailed and independently
characteristic hand embroidery was created
for the rehearsal dinner dresses, bridal gown,
bridesmaids’ dresses, mother-of-the-bride’s dress
and coat, the bride’s departure dress and coat.
We continued the theme by creating the
hand-embroidered velvet upholstery for the
bridal bed, a wedding gift from the bride’s
mother and father.

was relayed to me by the extraordinary genius
of Valentino Garavani and Oscar de la Renta.
Q: WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INTERESTING

are known for eccentricities, and one
particular commission always raises a chuckle
upon recall: a beautiful client was walking about
on her family ranch with her ageing father.
As they surveyed the wildlife an aggressive ostrich
attacked him. Though the injuries to the pride
were greater than to the flesh, the protective
daughter went back out and shot the said ostrich,
had the hide tanned, and promptly brought it
to me, where I fashioned it into a dashing
hunting skirt.
Q: IN YOUR PERSONAL STYLE, DO YOU
PREFER TO DRESS UP OR DOWN?
MF:

I approach every aspect of my life with a
little more formality than most. This extends
to my mode of dress, which, in both formal
and casual situations, is generally more studied
than I would like to admit. I dream, however,
of exhibiting a relaxed, yet confident, elegance.
Q: WHAT IS YOUR TOP TIP FOR BEING

ULTIMATE TRAVEL DESTINATION AND WHY?

ELEGANTLY DRESSED?

MF: Travelling

MF:

Q: DO YOU EVER FEEL THE PRESSURE WHEN

PRESENT AND WHAT DO YOU ADMIRE MOST

YOU ARE CREATING LOOKS FOR SUCH

ABOUT THEM?

IMPORTANT OCCASIONS?

MF:

Q: IS THERE SOMEONE YOU WOULD LIKE TO

FAVOURITE FABRICS TO WORK WITH?
MF:

Over the past 36 years of creating custom
garments, I’ve chosen, almost exclusively, to
work with natural fibres. Even my interlinings
and linings are of natural fibres. Their individual
characteristics allow us to mould and shape the
garment through the construction process,
a benefit not allowed with most synthetics.

MF:

Most of the garments we create have a
specific wear date, which we call “deadline
driven”. However, the most challenging and
stressful project was designing and creating the
inaugural wardrobe for First Lady Laura Bush,
when her husband, George W Bush, was elected
US President in 2000. Since Mrs Bush and I
had a long-standing professional relationship
prior to the inauguration, I would normally be

Q: DO YOU HAVE A HERO DESIGNER, PAST OR

While studying fashion design at the
University of North Texas, I had great access
to the University’s vast collection of couture
garments designed by Cristóbal Balenciaga. His
distinct talent, along with that of James Galanos,
held a great influence in my choice to pursue a
career in fashion design, particularly with regard
to custom creations. Admittedly, my design
philosophy of always creating garments
to celebrate the beauty of the feminine form,

CREATE A DRESS FOR?
MF: I think it is a secret desire of mine to be
able to create a dress for my mother. She left
her earthly bounds when I was 19. She taught
me to parallel park, to set a proper table, and to
revere tailored clothing. She taught me to cherish
women and to be of good service. I find over
the years that a little portion of her surfaces
in each client.

“I approach every aspect of my life with a little more formality than most”
10 E T
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In Havana’s heyday of the 1950s, the white dinner jacket was synonymous with the tropical resorts style,
and was often seen worn by dapper gentlemen depicted on travel posters and postcards of the time. Ever since
Humphrey Bogart donned a white tux in Casablanca, the look has often been associated with leading men.
Both Sean Connery and Daniel Craig’s Bond have sported it with typical panache. For the red carpet,
evening weddings and summer dinner parties, this is the last word in timeless elegance for gentlemen…

MF: Texans

For me, elegance in dress is evoked not
solely with exquisite choice of cloth and a closely
monitored fit. A simplicity and refinement in
cut and colour can go a long way in suggesting
maturity and education. Being gracious,
respectful and honest in every mode of dress,
will carve a lasting vision of appreciation and
elegance. That... and being clean and well
groomed. Myself, being born with dark hair,
dark eyes and an olive complexion... my mother
always reminded me that I would look dirty,
quicker than most. Sage advice.

Q: AS A COUTURIER, WHAT ARE YOUR

PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON

COMMISSION TO DATE, AND WHY?

Q: YOU TRAVEL FREQUENTLY, WHAT IS YOUR

for leisure is a true luxury,
and although I love the thrill of a new city or
adventure, I find a great deal of comfort in
familiarity. A city close to my heart, and one
which I have been fortunate enough to visit on
numerous occasions, is Venice, Italy. This city
has left an indelible mark on my soul, with her
ability to preserve history, art and architecture,
while evoking reclusivity, mystery and sensuality.

Timeless elegance

DAPPER CHAP Cream wool mohair evening jacket,
midnight navy tuxedo trousers with ottoman stripe,
white pleated dress shirt, midnight silk bow tie and
navy luxe suede loafers

ET CETERA
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ONE SUIT/
TWO WAYS

Wash day blues

THE WARDROBE HERO of the season has to be the ultra versatile bold, blue suit.

PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON / LUKE KIRWAN

Our custom washed denim now comes
in nine vintage washes from faded pale
blue to silver grey, dark indigo and black.
This fabric originates from the sustainable
denim mill Candiani in Italy and has a
“worn in” feel, with a soft touch and light
stretch. A great pair of jeans is a wardrobe
essential and as with tailoring, so much is
about the fit. A custom jean will obviously fit
like no other and can be designed to include
personal preferences on button or zip fly,
slanted or straight pockets, as well as all the
finer sartorial details—lined back pockets,
narrow seams, hidden rivets and additional
ticket and coin pockets. These can be
personalised with a monogram in contrast yarn
colours, including traditional dark tobacco.

Our RAF Blue design comes in a lightweight wool silk mix by Loro Piana, and can be
styled as a classic tailored look, with formal shirt and tie, perfect for work meetings
or business dinners. For a dressed down weekend vibe, replace the suit trousers
with smart jeans, add a slim fitted polo shirt and clean white sneakers.

CARE TIP
To keep the original shape and
colour of your custom denim,
only wash if needed—and if so,
wash in cold water inside out.
Dry flat and away from sunlight.
Do not tumble dry.

ABOVE LEFT Used Blue stretch denim jeans worn with aqua candy stripe Oxford button-down shirt and white perforated leather sneakers TOP RIGHT CC221 Navy and white houndstooth jacket,
Grey Cast Wash jeans worn with navy Sea Island cotton T-shirt and white perforated leather sneakers ABOVE RIGHT Vintage Blue jeans with bright blue suede sneakers

12 E T
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ABOVE LEFT CC229 RAF Blue single-breasted suit worn with white cotton shirt, silk houndstooth tie, white silk pocket square with navy edge, white double monk sneakers and
tortoiseshell Ray-Ban® sunglasses ABOVE RIGHT Suit jacket as before, worn with Dark Indigo jeans, white Sea Island cotton polo collar shirt and white perforated leather sneakers

ET CETERA
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TAILORSʼ TIPS

Get set for summer

Our head tailors share their pearls
of wisdom for intelligent dressing

Tailored Bermuda shorts are the smart choice—team pastel or neutral coloured styles
with linen or cotton printed shirts for a fresh, preppy look PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON / LUKE KIRWAN
AARON JOHN

MICHAEL BAILEY
23 Park Street
Leamington Spa, CV32 4QN
01926 887 668

Chief Operating Officer,
Clements and Church
clementsandchurch.co.uk
@clementsandchurch

To get a true capsule wardrobe when
travelling, take items that work with one
another. These can be interchanged
throughout your trip and layered to create
different looks. Be clever with packing and
use small items to fill spaces inside shoes.

JASON BEVAN
27 Little Clarendon Street
Oxford, OX1 2HU
01865 511 212
Build your travelling wardrobe around
one key piece; a tailored jacket is a must if
you’re heading out to restaurants and bars.
However, as this is one of the bulkiest items
in your case, it’s imperative you choose
wisely. Opt for a lightweight fabric that is
both eye-catching and versatile, so that you
can base all of your looks around the jacket.

MATT RODEN
22 Church Street
Birmingham, B3 2NP
0121 233 9994
The key to layering with confidence is to

COLOUR IS KEY
IN SUMMER:
OFFSET BRIGHTS
WITH WHITE
AND GO BOLD
WITH PRINTS
ON SHIRTS

TOP Cornflower blue cotton
tailored shorts, blue candy stripe
short sleeve shirt and bright blue
suede sneakers, worn with Ray-Ban®
sunglasses RIGHT CC224 Off-white
seersucker tailored shorts, blue floral
print short sleeve shirt and white
grain leather double monk sneaker.
Aqua candy stripe button-down shirt

14 E T
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invest in quality essential pieces such as block
colour pastel shirts and trousers. These can be
mixed and matched with each other to create
numerous looks that you can then build on
with statement jackets and accessories.

IAN ROPER
Beacon House, Warwick Road
Beaconsfield, HP9 2PE
01494 672 546
PACK SMART CC164 Navy gingham
check jacket, navy cotton shorts, white
cotton T-shirt and navy suede perforated
sneakers TOP CC216 Blue and white bouclé
check jacket, worn with white cotton chinos
and Sea Island cotton T-shirt RIGHT CC232
Cornflower blue cotton, wool and silk
jacket styled as before, worn with
Ray-Ban® sunglasses

When packing to travel, turn the jacket inside
out, with the lapels folded over. Then fold the
jacket in half to reduce creasing. On arrival, hang
your suit in a steamy bathroom to ease any
wrinkles from the journey. Trousers should be
hung from the bottom hem to retain the shape.

ET CETERA
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THE FINISHING TOUCH
“Manners maketh man” but the right accessories are an expression of personal identity.
Our tailoring ambassador Maurice Mullen examines the art of adornment
MAURICE MULLEN
Head of Fashion
and Luxury Goods,
London Evening Standard
and ES Magazine
#mauricemullen

I

t was the French novelist Gustave Flaubert who first
coined the phrase “God is in the detail”, and although
at the time it wasn’t menswear he had in mind, how
right he was. It’s those considered little touches that
elevate an outfit from the humdrum to the sublime
and make one’s look truly memorable.
Clements and Church customers already appreciate
the joy of a well-curated wardrobe but, as spring
approaches, consider the following additions as the
icing on your sartorial cake.

Lapel Pins

KING OF COOL
Rapper LL Cool J rocks a
jewelled lapel pin at the
58th Grammy Awards
RIGHT Exquisite art deco
Buddha pin by jewellers
Bentley & Skinner

TAKE A TIP FROM
THE ITALIANS
AND EMBRACE
THE SUMMER
SCARF

BELOW Gold vermeil quill
black leather wrap bracelet
by Shaun Leane TOP RIGHT
Classic silk pocket squares
by Clements and Church
BOTTOM RIGHT Wonderfully
detailed print scarves
by Sabina Savage

Rather than pierce the fine silk of your tie, why not
consider making the buttonhole of your jacket the
home to a conversation-starting piece of jewellery?
This trend has long been popular with American
men, whose lapels are adorned with everything from
corporate logos to the US flag. In recent years, it has
also crossed the Atlantic to great effect. The great
London institution of Bentley & Skinner has been
purveyors of exquisite jewels to fashionable males since
1880 and the ever-elegant Mark Evans and his team
will always find something suitably whimsical. But
should you feel that this is too “statement” for your
daytime look, simply reserve it for after dark and allow
it to dazzle on the lapel of your dinner jacket.

Bracelets & Pendants

There was a time not that long ago when I’d have
advised approaching these with great caution, unless of
course you happened to be a veteran of Glastonbury
or a rapper. But latterly, men of all ages are upping
the style stakes with finely crafted wrist and neckwear.
Should you choose to avoid the obvious big names like
Cartier and Gucci, brands to check out in this category
include Tateossian and Shaun Leane. Their fresh,
modern designs will add interest and depth without
vanishing over the top. One top tip when it comes to
slipping something precious around your neck is to
ensure you get the length right. Too short and it says
“superannuated flower child”, but too long and it’ll get
caught on everything—and flying beads accompanied
by decapitation is never a good look.

Hats

I often feel as if I’m the only man on a mission to bring
back the old titfer. Why have they fallen out of favour
when a well-chosen hat can so completely transform
an outfit? Whether it’s a Panama with your linens,
a trilby with your tweeds or a topper with your tails
there are few wardrobes that can’t be improved by

16 E T
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some confidently worn headgear. Just make sure it fits
perfectly and consider the shape of the face. The lovely
folk at Bates in London’s St James’s will see you right
but they, like me, draw the line at baseball caps on the
over 25s. (I will however make an honourable exception
for a shapka. It’s winter wear only of course but I have
a black mink one that’s an absolute showstopper. If you
want to get ahead and all that…)

Scarves & Pocket Squares

I regard an insouciantly arranged
breast pocket square an essential
with any outfit but take a
tip from the Italians and
embrace the summer scarf
too. Whether in silk twill or fine
gauge cashmere this is one accessory
anyone can carry off. Believe me, there
are lengthy YouTube tutorials on the art
of tying these but casually draped or wound
around the neck works perfectly well. Alternatively, you
can opt for my particular favourite—a 90cm x 90cm
square draped around the shirt collar with a jacket on
top just showing the edges of the fabric. An edge of
vibrant colour against a dark suit adds real élan and
brings a flavour of Milanese nightlife to your look.
For some particularly beautiful examples, check out
Rosemary Goodenough, rosemarygoodenough.co.uk,
or Sabina Savage, sabinasavage.com.

CLUB CLEMENTS

We chat to Maurice Mullen about
his life and style in the colourful
world of fashion…
Q: WHICH CATWALK SHOW HAS BEEN THE
MOST MEMORABLE FOR YOU?
MM:

Richard Quinn’s shows have been real
theatrical productions over the last few seasons
and hugely enjoyable, but he doesn’t do
menswear! Back in the day it would have
to be the legendary Alexander McQueen.

Q: YOUR POCKET WATCH IS A SIGNATURE,

Q: THE ULTIMATE LUXURY?

WHAT IS THE STORY BEHIND IT?

MM:

MM:

It’s a gold open-face 1930s JW Benson
given to me by my late father. The factory where
it was made was bombed in the Second World
War and that ended production of the brand.
They were beautifully made and mine still keeps
perfect time.

Q: THE ONE ACCESSORY YOU ABSOLUTELY
CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT?
MM:

Pockets squares, lapel pins and good cologne
(currently Petit Grain by Perfumer H).

Q: WHICH FASHION CHARACTER HAVE YOU

Q: WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU HAVE

ENJOYED MEETING MOST?

BEEN GIVEN?

MM:

Anyone who has good stories to tell. I really
enjoyed meeting the New York designer Norma
Kamali recently, and in London some years ago I
recall what a delight it was to meet Mary Quant.

MM: Manners

Q: WHAT’S YOUR MOST USED SARTORIAL TIP?

DESTINATION OF ALL TIME?

MM:

MM:

I can’t remember who said it but I’ve
always thought that “Dress so as not to panic
the cat” is pretty good advice. (I’d also say
don’t neglect the details.)

I know I should probably say “more time”
or “freedom from emails”, but as a sybarite I’ll
go for a sunny afternoon alone with a beautiful
coffee-table book and a bone dry vodka martini.

Q: HOW HAS THE INDUSTRY CHANGED IN
YOUR CAREER?
MM:

The biggest single change has been the
continually increasing speed of the industry
driven, of course, by the internet. The rise of
digital—e-tailing, blogs, influencers, social
media and all the rest of it—has been the late
20th century’s industrial revolution and there’s
no resisting it.

cost nothing… be a gentleman.

Q: DOUBLE MONK OR OXFORD?
MM:

Oxford.

Q: WHAT IS YOUR DREAM TRAVEL

Paris. It’s a sad fashion cliché I know,
but I’ve adored the place since my very first
visit nearly 40 years ago and I manage to find
something new and interesting every time I go.

DRESS SO AS NOT TO PANIC THE CAT IS PRETTY GOOD ADVICE

HEAD TO TOE STYLE
White leather saddle shoes, brown and white leather brogues,
Panama hat from Christys' (customised with grosgrain ribbon
by VV Rouleaux), braces by Albert Thurston

The Manbag

Originally regarded as too “continental” for British
tastes, these convenient mini holdalls are now a
common sight and available at prices to suit all pockets.
Why ruin the line of an expensive suit with bulging
wallets and keys when a thoroughly masculine nécessaire
will accommodate your bits and bobs?
For the ultimate
in luxury, go
bespoke at Ethan K,
ethan-k.com.
When it comes
to standing out,
Eleanor Roosevelt
put it best:
“Remember always
that you not only
have the right to be
an individual, you
have an obligation to be one.”
Here’s to a stylish summer.

COMPLETE
YOUR STYLE
THERE IS NO item better suited to completing
an outfit than a pair of our bespoke shoes. These
can be designed in the exact style, material and
colour combinations required to work with your
look. Final flourishes of socks in key shades and
even different coloured laces on sneakers show
a commitment to attention to detail, especially
when picking up a hue within a cloth or pattern.
Embellishing a plain hat with a grosgrain ribbon
selected to complement the colours of your suit
is truly the pièce de résistance. If, as Maurice
Mullen states, details last in our memory, then in
this disposable Instagram age, it’s worth making
the investment in being memorable.

ET CETERA
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HAVANA HUES

PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON / LUKE KIRWAN

Take inspiration from the Cuban capital; get fruity with cotton suits in bold citrus colours,
finished with fancy printed linings and paired with tobacco tones and floral patterns

LEFT Green cotton twill two-piece suit worn with white button-down shirt
and white perforated leather sneakers BELOW Tan leather single monk shoe
and tan leather snaffle loafer BOTTOM Green cotton twill trousers worn with
blue floral print short sleeve shirt

SHARP CITRUS
Yellow cotton three-piece suit
with lemon print lining (also shown
below) worn with white stretch
satin shirt and mink spot tie

TOP Brown floral print shirt and caramel knitted button-down shirt
ABOVE CC224 Off-white seersucker tailored shorts, worn with button-down
brown floral print shirt

18 E T
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TO THE MANOR WED
Raymond Blanc’s Oxfordshire gem is just the setting for a dream wedding

A

n enchanting 15th century manor
house, set in secluded gardens, and with
Michelin starred food to boot, Belmond
Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons is hard to beat as a
wedding venue.
Its founder, iconic chef Raymond Blanc,
brings French flair to this outstanding hotel deep
in the Oxfordshire countryside. Choosing from
one of the gastronomic menus devised by him
makes for a very special celebration. To top
it off, couples can commission chef pâtissier
Benoit Blin to create a traditional French
croque-en-bouche “Pièce Montée” wedding cake.
It’s no wonder that Le Manoir recently won
Best UK Hotel in The Times and Sunday Times
Travel Awards for the seventh year running.

English Country Garden
The team here create weddings to suit every wish
list. “From the moment we meet our couple,
we listen to every word, allowing us to create the
most memorable day.” This can range from the
most intimate ceremonies to larger parties with
exclusive use of the house. Whether it’s a wintry
affair by the glowing fire or a midsummer night’s
dream-style celebration in the exquisite gardens,

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL The intimate Hartley Botanic Glasshouse
set for a celebration amid an array of country garden flowers

a wedding here is bound to conjure a certain
irresistible romance on this special day.

True Romance
Every wedding should be unique; some choose
to lead their guests through orchards for a
blessing or a champagne reception in the
wildflower meadow. The Hartley Botanic
Glasshouse, in the heart of the vegetable and
herb gardens, is perfect for a small celebration
during the day or by lantern light in the evening.
Come winter, there are roaring fires, twinkling
lights and candles, while the in-house florist
can turn any room into a mystical wonderland
with her seasonal displays. The Belle Epoque
Conservatory has a private entrance with doors
opening to an enchanting walled garden lined
with elegant borders and leading to the original
15th century gates.

its two Michelin star status for 35 years, and the
only property outside London to sustain five
AA rosettes over the same period of time.
The team arrange every detail needed for a
showstopping wedding—from bespoke menus
to music and flowers... All you have to do is
enjoy your special day.
LE MANOIR AUX QUAT’SAISONS

Church Road, Great Milton,
Oxford, OX44 7PD
+44 (0) 1844 278 881
manoir.mqs@belmond.com
@belmondlemanoir

Two Michelin Stars
When the day draws to a close, guests can revel
in the luxury of one of the 32 individually
designed suites.
The award-winning Le Manoir is the only
hotel restaurant to have achieved and maintained

GROOM SERVICE
There’s no other day like it; your wedding is the ultimate occasion for looking and feeling your best,
creating memories that will last a lifetime, photographs to be studied by children and grandchildren.
Whether you want traditional tails or a contemporary suit, we help create a look that reflects the
groom’s personality and works with the style and theme of the day. Bespoke detailing is a hallmark
of Clements and Church, and our groom service ensures the chosen suit will be unique as well as
the perfect fit to the body and occasion. From the first consultation, to the photo opportunity
after the vows, your tailor can be there to advise and assist.
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CLASSIC THREE-PIECE
Blue-green cashmere and
silk houndstooth suit.
Dressed by travelling
tailor Josh Gear

THE
HONEST

PLANNER

SUSANNAH
RICHARDSON

SUSANNAH RICHARDSON, our resident wedding
expert, recently organised Rio Ferdinand's beachside
nuptials and has written a must-have book for any
newly engaged couple. The Honest Planner
is a no-holds-barred account of what's to come
when planning the big day. Expect some swearing

Event Planner, founder of
Everything Organised
everythingorganised.com
@everythingorganised
@thehonestplanner

and lots of hilarity (in the book, that is!). Available to
buy at Waterstones and other good bookstores.
WHAT THEY SAY
"An easy to read, straight to the point, cheeky and
slightly sweary guide to planning a wedding…
This book cuts through the fluff and is about
guidance, like your best friend giving you tips
over a bottle of wine—or whisky!"

TRADITIONAL TAILS
Black herringbone worsted
wool tailcoat, trousers in
dark grey comfort wool,
waistcoat in taupe super
130s wool basketweave
PHOTOGRAPHY DAN KENNEDY

QUINTESSENTIAL ENGLAND The 15 century
manor is surrounded by beautiful gardens
th

PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON / BEN HOSKINS / MODELS MAX RENDELL AT NEXT, DAISY P AT GINGERSNAP / HAIR BENJAMIN MATTHEWS / GROOMING CHLOE BOTTING / BRIDALWEAR THE WEDDING CLUB / LOCATION BELMOND LE MANOIR
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PERFECT MATCH
Rio and his father Julian
wear midnight blue twill
bespoke two-piece suits
by Clements and Church

TAILORSʼ TIPS

“Comfort is key on your big day. Select a fabric suitable for the setting,
season and location of your wedding… Also, investing in a custom-made
pair of shoes ensures you have an original look and a superior fit”
MICHAEL BAILEY HEAD TAILOR LEAMINGTON SPA

EVENING TUXEDO
Two-piece evening
suit in midnight blue
gabardine with midnight
blue satin bow tie

MAKE IT UNIQUE
Customise the heel of your bespoke shoe with
your initials, name or wedding role. Monogrammed
cuffs and embroidered collars add a personal touch
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TUNE IN TOKYO
“If you play 10 times a year, you can’t justify the cost of membership
at a normal golf course” NICK HOVEY MASHIE FOUNDER

Labelled “The Tokyo Banker”, our ambassador Adam Peaty MBE
is one of Team GB's hottest prospects for the 2020 Olympics…

P
FAIRWAY
FOOTWEAR
THE LAUNCH OF our bespoke golf shoes—
with a choice of nine classic styles and countless
combinations of colour and materials, plays
alongside our custom casual chinos and jersey
shirts for the stylish golfer’s wardrobe. This is
the perfect time to announce our partnership
with members' club MASHIE, the brainchild of
founder Nick Hovey.
MASHIE was formed to appeal to city dwelling,

both women and men,” he says.
eaty won gold in the 2016 Olympics for his
The relay team meets up a few times a year through
100m breaststroke, but his favourite race is
national team camps and when racing abroad to get
the shorter 50m. “I live for the sprint, I like
practice, and has a very close team bond—which has
lots of pain in a short amount of time rather than
been in the making for the past six years!
average pain for a long time!” he explains.
Preparing for the Olympics begins at the previous
Nonetheless, he's set to compete in the 100m
breaststroke, 4x100m mixed medley and the 4x100m games, with everything calculated and planned to
minute detail. As the event gets closer, it becomes
medley this summer in Tokyo—which he believes
more important to prepare the mind.
will be the most organised and
Peaty’s training regime involves his
successful Olympics to date. The hot
buddy the red rabbit—an LED light
and humid climate in July and August “I live for the sprint,
will be one of the biggest challenges
I like lots of pain in a tool that appears on the pool floor,
for Team GB, even though they will
short amount of time and helps build power and speed.
"You set it to the time you want and
fly out early to acclimatise and prepare
rather than average
aim to beat it," he explains. "I love
for peak performance when it’s
pain for a long time!” having visual cues to push myself.
time to race.
As always, the training takes up a lot
There's been lots of press on
of time in my day and is gruelling, but I like pushing
the new mixed gender competitions at the 2020
my body further than it’s ever been pushed.”
Olympics and Peaty is proud to be competing in
Peaty will travel to Japan with Team GB and
the 4x100m mixed medley. He believes it could be
hopes his parents can come out to support him and
a great opportunity for Britain as it mixes up the
experience the culture of Tokyo, one of his favourite
sport and shows weaknesses and strengths in any
cities. We'll be watching every stroke, and wish the
team. “You can choose wherever you want to put
best of British luck to Peaty and all of Team GB!
a swimmer of a certain gender so I could be racing

time poor golf fans. This unique concept gives
members flexible access to some of the best
golf courses in the UK, including Woburn,
Little Aston, Sunningdale, Stoke Park and
many more. There is also a whole programme
of tournaments and events to get involved
in amongst a community of like-minded
golfing individuals.
As Hovey says, “There are a lot of guys out

TOP RIGHT, GOLDEN GUY Victory in the men's 100m breaststroke at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games ABOVE Adam Peaty creates his bespoke look with Beaconsfield head tailor Ian Roper

there living in cities, who don’t have a huge
amount of time but do have disposable income.
When they play golf, they want to play a nice

@lukejameskirwan

course. If you play 10 times a year, you can’t
justify the cost of membership at a normal golf
course… MASHIE enjoy building relationships
with other golf and lifestyle brands. The
Clements and Church offering is perfect for

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN

our members with its superb quality, design

#CLEMENTSANDCHURCH
Tag #clementsandchurch on Instagram and we will feature our favourite images on our website…
@clementsandchurch

and personal touch offered to all clients.”

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

mashieclub.co.uk/individual
@mashiegolfuk

PAR FOR THE COURSE Sand stretch chinos, off-white pique knitted shirt, double monk golf shoes in brown kid suede INSET Oxford golf shoes in dark and medium brown full grain leather
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